INTRODUCTION
Microbial communities are essential to the functioning and evolution of our planet and their 56 dynamics greatly affect ecosystems processing (1). Their taxonomic and functional diversity allow 57 microbial communities to adapt to a wide range of conditions and to respond rapidly to environmental 58 changes (2, 3). Resilience -the ability of a community to recover from perturbations -is of particular 59 interest, especially in the context of global climate change, as extreme weather events are becoming more 60 frequent (1). Understanding adaptation strategies for microbial resilience is therefore critical to gain 61 insights into microbial evolution and diversification and to better understand the dynamics of 62 translationally relevant microbiomes following stress. 63 Previous studies have shown that acute disturbances can push a community's taxonomic structure 64 toward alternative equilibrium states, while retaining the preexisting functional potential (4). Such 65 changes have been observed in soil, aquatic, engineered, and human-associated ecosystems where 66 experimental perturbations caused the community taxonomic composition to shift with relatively minor 67 changes to the overall functional potential of the community (1, 2, 5, 6). Functional redundancy has been 68 proposed as a mechanism to support functional stability following perturbation (7), however several 69 studies have shown that major taxonomic changes can also result in important changes to the functional 70 potential of gut communities (8, 9) . 71 Transitions between alternative taxonomic states have been postulated to occur via an intermediate 72 dis-equilibrium state, during which a perturbation produces drastically different environmental stressors, 73 causing the community to radically reshape in composition (1, 4) . This has been observed with antibiotic 74 treatment that can lead to mass death events. The resulting re-structuring of the gut microbiome is major 75 with long-lasting changes even after the former conditions are re-established (6, 10). However, little is 76 known about the response dynamics to acute perturbations and in particularly the mechanisms that push a 77 community's taxonomic and functional structure in and out of an intermediate state. Additionally, the 78 response and recovery of natural communities following environmental disasters, rather than 79 manipulative experiments, remain largely unexplored mechanistically because of the difficulty in 80 avoiding multiple compounding environmental factors (11, 12) . These gaps in the understanding of 81 microbial community behavior limits our ability to effectively model and predict the responses of 82 microbiomes to major perturbations, such as those resulting from climate change and natural or man-83 made ecological disasters. 84 Page 3 of 21
To address this knowledge gap, and to build a conceptual model for modeling microbial community 85 responses to extreme stress, we examined the temporal dynamics in response to a disastrous climate 86 perturbation of a unique microbial ecosystem found in the Atacama Desert, Chile. The hyper-arid core of 87 the Atacama Desert is one of the harshest environments on Earth, with an average annual precipitation of 88 less than 1mm and some of the highest ultraviolet (UV) and solar radiation on the planet (13, 14) . Despite 89 this, microbial communities have evolved strategies to survive and grow within various mineral 90 substrates of the desert (15). One such community inhabits halite nodules that are natural porous salt 91 rocks found exclusively in evaporitic salt basins of the Atacama Desert, including the Salar Grande basin 92 (16, 17) ( Fig. S1 ). In this community, the majority of the biomass is constituted of salt-in strategists 93 Halobacteria (a major class of archaea) and Bacteroidetes (17, 18) -two taxonomically diverse groups of 94 extreme halophiles that accumulate potassium ions to match the external osmotic pressure from sodium 95 ions (17, 19, 20) . This adaptation allows them to survive in extremely high-salt environment, but restricts 96 their fitness to a narrow range of external salt concentration (21, 22) . As such, these highly specialized 97 communities are more vulnerable to change compared to habitat generalists, particularly to sudden 98 changes in external osmotic pressure. 99 Encased in salt rocks, halite communities have very limited nutrient input beyond atmospheric gasses, 100 and obtain water almost exclusively from deliquescence, the ability of sodium chloride to produce 101 concentrated brine when atmospheric relative humidity rises above 75% (23). Primary production is the 102 major source of organic carbon in the community and is carried out by Cyanobacteria and, to a lesser 103 extent, by a unique alga (17). Each halite nodule represents a near-closed miniature ecosystem and thus 104 can be treated as true independent biological replicates in longitudinal studies, allowing community 105 changes to be tracked without external factors compounding the results. Combined with their sensitivity 106 to changing osmotic conditions and slow growth rates, this makes halite microbiomes ideal for studying 107 temporal dynamics of microbial communities and their ability to adapt to major environmental changes. 108 In 2015, Northern Atacama received its first major rain in 13 years (14). In particular, a weather 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

120
Longitudinal sampling strategy and sequencing approach 121 To investigate the temporal dynamics of halite microbiomes, samples of halite nodules from two sites at 122 Salar Grande (Fig. S1 ), a salar in the Northern part of the Atacama Desert (16), were harvested at regular 123 intervals from 2014 to 2017, capturing the rare rain events that occurred in 2015 throughout the desert 124 (14). The main sampling site (Site 1) was revisited four times during the study -twice before the rain 125 (Sep 2014, Jun 2015), and twice after the rain -3 months (Feb 2016) and 15 months (Feb 2017) after 126 (Table S1 ). For each time-point, 5 biological replicates were sequenced with whole-metagenomic 127 (WMG) shotgun sequencing to investigate the functional potential and taxonomic structure of the To investigate the effect of the rain on different locations, halite nodules were harvested from three sites 146 in Salar Grande (Table 1) . At each site, halite nodules were harvested within a 50m 2 area. At the S1 147 location, 14-24 replicates were collected yearly over the course of 4 years for the main analysis in this 148 work comparing pre-and post-rain samples with both shotgun and amplicon sequencing. At the S2 149 location, 5-13 replicates were collected from 4 time points in the year following the rain to validate the 150 post-rain community recovery with amplicon sequencing. Finally, shotgun sequencing of samples from 151 the S3 location were used to improve the binning results from S1, but were not used for the longitudinal 152 analysis of this work because too few time points and replicates were collected (see Table S1 for details 153 on sampling sites and replication). Halite nodules were collected as previously described (16) and ground 154 into a powder, pooling material from 1-3 larger nodules until sufficient amount was collected, and stored 155 in dark in dry conditions until DNA extraction in the lab. Genomic DNA was extracted as previously Whole-genome metagenomic sequencing libraries were prepared using the KAPA HyperPlus kit 168 (Roche). The fragmentation was performed with 5ng of input gDNA for 6 minutes to achieve size peaks 169 of 800bp. Library amplification was done with dual-index primers for a total of 7 cycles, and the product 170 library was cleaned 3 times with XP AMPure Beads (New England BioLabs) to remove short fragments 171 and primers (bead ratios 1X and 0.6X, keep beads) and long fragments (0.4X bead ratio, discard beads). 
RESULTS
269
High-order taxonomic composition and functional potential were temporarily perturbed after the 270 rain 271 The halite communities were found to be sensitive to the acute perturbation from the rain at the end 272 of 2015 ( Fig. S2) , as it induced a change in their taxonomic structure (Fig. 1 year. The average climate temperature during pre-rain sample collection was notably cooler (11°C-18°C) 276 than that of 2016 and 2017 (17°C-25°C), which could have contributed to the shift described below. 277 However, the recovery of the community composition in the following year despite higher temperatures 278 suggests that the shift and recovery were primarily driven by the two rain events at the end of 2015. Fig. 1, S3A -D; Data S1; two-sided t-tests: p<0.01). The abundances of these taxonomic groups partially 304 recovered in the final sampling time-point (Fig. S3 ). To strengthen these observations of community 305 changes, we conducted additional sampling after the rain with a higher temporal resolution at an alternate 306 location (Site 2; Fig. S4, S5 ; Data S1). From 16S rRNA gene sequencing of this additional data set, we 307 Page 9 of 21 discovered gradual changes of domain ( Fig. S4A ) and some of the major phyla ( Fig. S5) during the year 308 after the rain, revealing the slow nature of this recovery process. Weighted Unifrac dissimilarity 309 clustering of these samples (Fig. S4B ) confirmed significant differences between the pre-(Feb 2016) and The functional potential of the community, determined by annotation of KEGG pathways in the 324 WMG co-assembly, also significantly changed after the rain, although it is important to note that these 325 estimates were only based on gene abundances. Consistent with the taxonomy-based clustering, samples 326 from before the rain (2014 and 2015) were distinctly separate from samples collected shortly after the 327 rain (2016; Fig. 2C ). The KEGG pathway abundances in 2014 samples were better correlated with that of 328 2015 and 2017 samples than 2016 samples (two-sided t-tests of Pearson correlations: p<0.001). While the 329 majority of functional pathways were present in similar abundances between replicates and time points, a 330 number of pathways were differentially represented between time points ( Fig. 2D ; ANOVA test, p<0.01, 331 FDR<1%). Of these, the majority were significantly over-or under-represented in the samples collected 332 shortly after the rain (2016-02; SigClust 2-group significance: p<0.0001). 333 334 Fig. 3 . Differences in predicted protein isoelectric points and potassium uptake potential over time. 335 Differences in salt adaptations likely drove changes in salt-in strategists 346 The most notable change in the functional composition of the community post-rain (2016) was an 347 enrichment in proteins with a higher isoelectric point (pI), and a decrease in the potassium uptake 348 potential (trk genes), both of which are hallmarks of salt-in strategists. We found that the pI of proteins 349 encoded in community gene pool shifted significantly after the rain, favoring higher pI composition ( Fig.   350 3A; KS 2-sample test: p<0.0001). Because of the significantly different pI distributions in the predicted 351 proteins of Halobacteria (pI=5.04) and Bacteroidetes (pI=5.80; Fig. 3D ; KS2-sample test: p<0.0001), the 352 shift in their relative abundances resulted in the average pI of the community to significantly increase 353 after the rain (two-sided t-test: p<0.01; Fig. 3B ). Consistent with salt-in adaptations, we also found that 354 the average potassium uptake potential (estimated from trk gene abundances) significantly decreased 355 after the rain (Fig. 3C) . Interestingly, both the shift in the average protein pool pI and the change in 356 potassium uptake potential were also observed within the highly heterogeneous Halobacteria class ( Fig.   357 3E, F).
Analysis of the isoelectric points (pI) of proteins encoded in replicates of WMG assemblies from samples
359
Fine-scale taxonomic compositional shift after the rain 360 While changes in overall taxonomic composition (domain and phylum levels) of the halite communities 361 were transient ( Fig. 2A,B) , we surprisingly found that their fine-scale composition (individual OTUs and 362 contigs) did not recover. Samples collected at different dates were significantly different in terms of 363 presence or absence of operational taxonomic units (97%OTUs), as measured by the Unweighted Unifrac 364 dissimilarity index (PERMANOVA: p<0.001), with samples harvested shortly after the rain (2016) being 365 more distant from pre-rain samples than they were from each other (two-sided t-test: p<0.0001). We 366 found that the community did not return to its initial state after the perturbation, as the post-recovery 367 samples (2017) clustered together with post-rain (2016) samples (Fig. 4A) , and were less distant to 2016 368 samples than to the pre-rain samples (two-sided t-test: p<0.0001). The altered OTU composition of the 369 community, shown with Unweighted Unifrac clustering, contrasts with the successful recovery of the 370 higher-order taxonomic structure, as shown with Weighted Unifrac dissimilarity clustering ( Fig. 2A ). composition after the rain (Fig. 4B) . While the fine-scale composition of the community did change 382 during the post-rain recovery between 2016 and 2017, the resulting shift was more moderate when 383 compared to the more drastic taxonomic shift immediately following the rain. This contrasts with the 384 near-complete recovery of the overall functional potential of the community (Fig. 2C,D) . Additionally, 385 two conditionally rare taxa (41) of Cyanobacteria that were previously reported in only a small fraction 386 of halite nodules (18), were found in high abundances in most of the samples after the rain (Fig. S7 ).
387 Surprisingly, we found no correlation between the functional potentials of the MAGs and their survival 388 after the rain, suggesting that this shift was a stochastic process. These results indicate that while the 389 abundances of higher-order taxonomic ranks recovered to the pre-rain state, the fine-grain taxonomy of 390 the community has been permanently reshuffled. functional category (see Methods). A relatively high TTI for a given community function indicates that it 408 is carried by different community members between two samples, but does not necessarily imply a high 409 net change in its total abundance in the samples. Therefore, the distribution in TTIs for all functions 410 between two time-points quantifies changes in niche representation over that time (Fig. 4D ). However, 411 because these results are based solely on functional potential prediction from gene abundances, it should 412 be noted that our estimations of the functional landscape could be significantly altered by compensatory 413 transcriptional and translational processed, and functional rates. The turnover following the rain (2015 to 414 2016) was significantly higher than the baseline taxonomic shift prior to the rain (2014 to 2015; KS 2-415 sample test: p<0.0001), indicating that the same functional pathways were being carried on a different set 416 of contigs. However, the shift in functional niche membership during the recovery phase (2016 to 2017) 417 was low compared to the post-rain shift, indicating that the taxonomic membership did not return to its The response and recovery of the halite microbiome, a sensitive extremophile ecosystem, provided 427 the opportunity to characterize the response dynamics of a natural community to changing environmental 428 conditions. While low sampling frequency limits the temporal resolution of this study, our evidence 429 suggests that the 2015 rainfall required major adaptations in the extreme halophiles found within the 430 halite nodules of Salar Grande. The shift in the observed taxonomic composition following the rain was 431 noteworthy not only in the context of this study but also when comparing with previous studies of this 432 area in 2013 (17). The surviving community was comprised of organisms with higher average isoelectric 433 points (pI) of their predicted proteins and lower potassium uptake potential. This was significant because 434 high potassium uptake is a strategy used by salt-in strategists to balance high external salt concentrations, 435 while the low pI of their proteome allows them to function in the high-potassium intracellular 436 environment (21, 42) . Our reported average isoelectric points for the two dominant salt-in strategists in 437 this system -5.80 (Bacteroidetes) and 5.04 (Halobacteria) -were similar to those previously documented 438 for these taxa -5.92 and 5.03, respectively (19) . It is also well documented that acid-shifted proteomes is 439 also an adaptation in salt-in strategists to increasing salt in the environments (43, 44) . The changes in pI 440 and potassium uptake potential we observed after the rain suggest that the rain temporarily decreased the 441 salt concentrations within the colonized pores (23, 45), rapidly changing the osmotic conditions within. 442 We hypothesize that this led to a mass death event of organisms poorly adapted to large osmotic changes 443 immediately following the rain, while giving others an advantage. 444 The taxonomic shifts at the contig level were likely driven by neutral (i.e. random) processes (46, for rapid adaptation and restructuring of the microbial community following a drastic perturbation. 454 While our methods cannot differentiate the DNA of living organisms from relic DNA present in the 455 halite nodule (49), it is unlikely that the observed compositional shift after the rain was an artifact of relic 456 DNA turnover. Indeed, it is improbable that the 24.2mm of rain was sufficient to wash away relic DNA 457 from within the nodules. Similarly, the rain itself was probably not a major contributor to the sequenced 458 DNA since we did not detect non-halophilic organisms that are likely to be found in atmospheric 459 microbiomes (50). 460 The halite microbiome was able to recover from this catastrophic event, however, the effects of the 461 perturbation lasted remarkably long (months), in contrast with studies in other desert systems where 462 much quicker recoveries were documented (weeks) (12). The higher temporal resolution in the time 463 series at additional sampling Site 2 especially highlights the slow-growing nature of these extremophiles 464 and suggests that the immediate effects of the rain on the halite community may have been even more 465 dramatic than what we observed 3-months post-rain (17, 51). Fifteen months post-rain, the community 466 was comprised of an entirely new set of organisms but its functional potential recovered to a pre-rain 467 state, suggesting that the community taxonomic structure entered an alternative equilibrium state during The pre-rain (2014) and recovered (2017) communities were very similar in terms of their 488 functionally potential, while the intermediate state (2016) was very distinct (Fig. 2C, D) . Therefore, the 489 two compositional shifts that the halite microbiomes underwent following the rain -the initial response 490 Page 16 of 21 (2015) (2016) and subsequent recovery (2016-2017) -resulted in a similar magnitude of change to the 491 overall functional potential of the community. Taxonomically however, the two shifts were 492 fundamentally distinct, as the individual taxa membership was drastically changed during the initial 493 response to the rain but stayed unchanged during the recovery (Fig. 4B, C) . 494 The two different mechanisms by which the halite communities achieved almost identical net 495 change in their functional potential as they entered and then exited their intermediate state (11, 12) 496 offered a uniquely detailed view of microbial adaptation dynamics. These two types responses, or modes, 497 allowed for inference of a general microbiome adaptation model, which can be potentially applied to 498 explain and predict the taxonomic and functional flux in other ecosystems following major environmental 499 changes (Fig. 5 ). The first mode (Type I; Fig. 5A ) is a community shift, resulting from adaptations to an 500 acute major perturbation. In the halite nodules, the rain presented a major stress on the pre-existing 501 communities by temporarily lowering external osmotic conditions and exerting a strong selective 502 pressure on the salt-in strategists. This produced gaps in existing functional niches and presented an 503 opportunity for new organisms from the seed bank to come in through niche intrusion (56). The Type I 504 shift is driven by neutral (random) processes characterized by changes in fine-scale (i.e. strains) 505 taxonomic composition, which results in a high taxonomic turnover index (TTI=0.89±0.12 in the model).
506
The second mode (Type II; Fig. 5B ) is an adjustment in existing community structure, and results 507 from gradual changes in environmental conditions. After the rain passed and the osmotic conditions 508 within the halite nodules returned to their initial levels, the halite community gradually returned to its 509 previous functional potential. However, because there were no major stress events to reset the strain 510 composition of the communities, the newly dominant strains remained relatively unchanged during the 511 recovery period. Instead, the functional potential of the community is achieved through gradual changes 512 in relative abundances of major taxa (Fig. 2, S4, S5) , the strain composition of which remained 513 unchanged. The taxonomic mechanism behind the Type II response is relatively deterministic, as the Type II shifts observed in our model microbiome are integral to analogous structural rearrangement in 523 other systems. 524 It is important to note that Type I and Type II functional shifts do not necessarily follow one 525 another. If the initial environmental conditions are not re-established after a perturbation, such as after a 526 permanent introduction of irrigation to desiccated soils, a Type I shift will most likely be the main 527 mechanism for community adaptation, driven by the changes in environmental conditions. Alternatively, 528 in systems where environmental conditions shift gradually, such as aquatic microbiomes during seasonal 529 changes, Type II shifts will likely drive the changes in the community's functional potential. We propose 530 that TTI measurements of such shifts may be useful in future studies to categorize such dynamics. 531 In conclusion, the tractable nature of our model microbiome allowed us to extrapolate general 532 mechanisms of community response and resilience to acute shock. We demonstrated that a major 
